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Far left: Wall coverings
applied to three panels
behind the bed add
distinctive pattern and
color.

Left: Fabrics carry the
warm beach palette to
the cozy sitting area.

The 2015 STaTely homeS 
by-The-Sea DeSigner Show houSe

Guest Bedroom

Arefined seaside palette of coral,
shell, sand and even moss creates a

soothing luxurious oasis in this guest
room by Valerie Grant of Valerie Grant
Interiors in Summit.
To prepare the room, Grant removed

the popcorn ceiling and built out the
headboard wall to conceal a small side
window and create a continuous wall
surface. She also removed radiators to
allow more room for furniture, added
crown molding and had a center ceiling
light installed for illumination and as a
focal point.
With that work done, she was ready

to add rich colors, textures and finishes.
Behind the modern four-post bed in a
metallic pewter finish she added a panel of silk wall
covering. On each side she created panels featuring
an Asian-motif wall covering in goldleaf frames. The
rustic wood tops of the bedside tables were sanded,
puttied, smoothed and refinished in a high-gloss
tomato red lacquer, and the rustic metal bases were
refinished in gold leaf for a sophisticated complement
to the bed. The lamps are 1950s-era Balboa Murano
glass with parchment shades.
Walls are finished in two coats of shell pink metal-

lic Venetian stucco, and the ceiling has a “ghost” van-
ish border created by mixing mica powder into the
stucco for iridescence.

Grant then turned her attention to the guest room’s
sitting area. “When designing a room, I aim for ele-
gance and proportion, a look that is both classic and
luxurious,” she says. “I also want the feeling that you
can curl up anywhere.” A loveseat provides just such
a spot, covered in velvet and accented with plump
pillows that continue the room’s palette. The ottoman
in a coral croc pattern adds subtle pattern.
The room features a large span of windows. “To

highlight this feature and accentuate the classic nature

of the room, I chose a drapery style with long pro-
portions and horizontal banding details,” Grants says.
For a finishing touch, she reserved a special spot

between the windows for artwork her 9-year-old
daughter created just for the show house.

SOURCES interior design, Valerie Grant Interiors in Summit;
Old Biscayne bed and Emerson Bentley loveseat, Schwartz
Design Showroom in Metuchen; bedding, custom private
label; Chinoiserie accent pillow, Paradise by Quadrille in New
York City; panels behind bed, center with silk wall covering

by Phillip Jeffries in Fairfield, sides with Asian-motif wall covering by Farrow & Ball in Wash-
ington, D.C., in goldleaf frames finished by Kenneth Caruso of Alternative Interiors in Bask-
ing Ridge; 1970s-era sunburst wall hanging and bedside lamps, The Muddy Boot in Summit;
bedside tables, customized by Kenneth Caruso; throw pillow fabrics, solid from Osborne &
Little in Stamford, Connecticut, and floral from Vervain in Tulsa, Oklahoma; ottoman fabric,
Osborne & Little; coated linen drapery panel fabrics, Rogers & Goffigon in New York City;
wool blend rug with silk accents, Stanton through Woven Floors in Mendham; wall and ceil-
ing details, Kenneth Caruso.
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